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Introduction 
 

Prometheus - A data management system for USAR operations 

The Prometheus System is the main result of the Prometheus project, co-funded by the European Commission, 

DG ECHO, “Meccanismo Unionale di Protezione Civile”, which started in February 2020 and ended in February 

2022. 

"Prometheus" is linked to two other projects funded by DG ECHO and coordinated by the CNVVF: EASeR, 

created to overcome the "barrier effects" (easerproject.eu) and BELICE (beliceproject.eu) which aims to 

propose parameters for the 'ASR1. 

The strategic partnership was coordinated by the CNVVF, National Fire Brigade Corps (Italy) and was made 

up of: ERICAM, Emergency and Emergency Response of the Community of Madrid (Spain); EcASC, Civil 

Protection Application School (France); ICPD, Department of Civil Protection (National Civil Protection 

Authority). 

The project was born from operational needs deriving from real emergencies and exercises carried out in the 

context of search and rescue operations in an urban environment (USAR). During a USAR emergency 

operation (eg earthquakes), the USAR coordination cell (UCC) carries out its task based mainly on information 

from the teams disseminated in the affected area. The quality and quantity of these data, their sources and 

their destination may vary according to the type of emergency, the national intervention management system 

and the resources used. It is extremely important to manage and combine data in a timely and effective 

manner in order to make it available for support in rescue operations.  

“Prometheus” represents an innovative data management system that was developed from version 0 to alpha 

version, with the CNVVF's own resources and improved with EU funds. It completes, integrates and enhances 

some areas that remain uncovered by the data management systems currently used. It can therefore be 

considered a more effective tool for USAR teams and for the UCC during the entire duration of the operations; 

in particular for the first phase (the so-called "Golden day") when the death toll can be reduced with a more 

rapid intervention and a timely exchange of information between the UCC and the teams involved.  

“Prometheus” was conceived with the aim of providing a tool for those involved in rescue and is intended for 

the entire international community, following the objectives of the UNISDR Sendai Framework on Disaster 

Risk Reduction (2015 - 2030). “Prometheus” is free, easy to use and available in Italian and in the 6 UN 

languages: Arabic, Chinese, French, English, Spanish, Russian. 

 

 

People who worked on the development of Prometheus, collaborating with GIUNECO, are the following: Paolo 

Bambi, Fabio Sani, Francesco Cenni, Luca Meoni from the CNVVF; Annika Coll from ERICAM; Philippe Meresse 

from EcASC. For the achievement of “Prometheus” specific assistance was provided by a multidisciplinary 

working group for the care of legal, administrative and operational aspects. 

Project leader: Giuseppe Romano (until July 2021) and Alessandro Paola (from August 2021). Project 

manager: Monia D'Amico. Assistant for sub-contracting: Sonia Badoni. Project assistant: Ilaria Maraviglia. 
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Main features: 

• Management of several emergencies at the same time 

• Partition by coordination levels 

• Team fact-sheet management 

• Management of assessment and naming of sites 

• SAR operations management 

• Internal GIS 

• Cartography 

• Automatic notifications between coordination center and teams via App and e-mail 

• Personal account 

• Victims and extrications management 

• Management of the logistical-operational needs of the teams 

• Strategic, tactical, operational dashboard 
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WEB Interface 
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Introduction to the application and purposes of use 

 

The Prometheus system was developed for Cloud environments, using Docker containerization technology. 

Access to the system is recognized through a Personal account. 

It offers the possibility of creating an absolutely independent USAR disaster management system by 

installing the software on the server and appropriately configuring the application. Several national and 

international events can be easily managed at the same time. 

Prometheus was born with the idea of offering to the international community, in particular low-income 

countries, an advanced tool for free use. Considering the organizational differences, the option to 

customize the labels and fields was added with a specific integrated tool. 

Prometheus contains two absolutely identical environments which can be accessed with the same 

credentials, one is for the management of Real Emergencies and one for staff training. 

The scenarios for which the use of Prometheus is designed often consider mobile data transmission 

systems to be compromised or congested, sometimes making it necessary to resort to the use of satellite 

transmissions; therefore, particular attention was paid to data transmission technology, from mobile 

devices to the server. 

The transmission of the forms uses an asynchronous system between text and multimedia files, considering 

multimedia files as a plus but ensuring the sending and receiving of basic textual information. 

Prometheus provides a dual system of notifications, both in the App and via email, from the coordination 

center to the rescue teams, integrating and not replacing the usual communication systems. 

The notifications have the functions of communicating assignments to the teams, transmitting information, 

facilitating the achievement of targets. 

The Web interface allows the subdivision of the emergency into 3 coordination sub-levels in order to better 

manage large events. 

It is developed in accordance with the INSARAG 2020 guidelines. 

 

 

Application roles 
 

The Prometheus Software contains the Admin Portal module. This module allows the centralized 

management of access permissions and authorization profiles of users who interact with the application 

(Co-Administrators, Team Managers, Coordination Center Managers and Operators) and of the System 

configuration data. 

The system access account is personal, it is usually generated by the Administrator profile who has full 

management of the Admin Portal module. 

Account levels 
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Admin:  

• Access to all components managed on the platform (Coordination Center and Operational Teams)  

• Creation and modification of access levels up to Admin 

• Customization of interface labels in the various language localizations 

• Emergency archiving and cancellation 

 

Managerial: 

It is the role designed for those who perform the functions of Coordination Managers of rescue operations 

• Creation and closure of the event (Emergency) 

• Association of users to the Emergency 

• Possibility, if necessary, to create new Standard User Accounts through the "Multiple User 

Creation" function 

• Complete management of all phases of the rescue 

 

Standard: 

Account designed for operators involved in the emergency. It assumes a role from time to time based on 

the task performed in the individual Event. 

This role is assigned by the Emergency Coordinator 

✓ Operational: Coordination Center operators, role that allows access to all the data processed by 

the Platform (U.A.C.) for the single event to which it is associated by the higher profiles such as 

ADMIN or Managerial. With this role, everything provided for the "User" and "Observer" roles is 

allowed; 

✓ User (Field Operator): Level that allows access to the application and the use of the Forms of the 

Emergency Platform with which it is associated for the collection and sending of information to the 

coordination center. Through this level, all that is allowed in the "Observer" profile is allowed; 

✓ Observer: This role allows you to access all the data processed by the Platform only in the read / 

consultation mode with the ability to print reports and all the necessary documents, if it is first 

associated with the emergency from the higher profiles. 
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Software release model and license model 

 

The User of the Software must be a Public Administration or Organization and must 

have a coordinating role in emergencies. By registering on the website www.vigilfuoco.it,  

on the download page of the software called Prometheus, with the acceptance of the  

license conditions available on the software page, the user completes this contract.  

This Agreement is available on the Software Website. 

To complete the Agreement, In order to complete the Agreement, the Licensee must  

access the Software Website, accept its conditions, confirm his/her consent by  

filling in the fields found in the forms provided by the Licensor. 

The signing of all data and acceptance after confirmation of the same determine the  

effectiveness of the contract and the consequent availability of the download by  

the Licensee. 

All Prometheus software applications are provided under license restrictions.  

The Prometheus End User License Agreement ("EULA") governs the use of  

Prometheus software, unless this is subject to a different agreement between  

the user and CNVVF and the project partners. In addiction to the EULA policy,  

the software is subject to the following license information, including  

third party and open source license terms. 

  

http://www.vigilfuoco.it/
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Sign-in 
 

 
The Prometheus application is secured with personal and confidential login credentials. In order to access 

the system / application it is therefore necessary to enter a username and password. By pressing the 

"Remember me" button it will be possible to access the application again without typing the credentials 

again, until a log-off is made or the authentication token has expired. 

What will be displayed once logged in depends on the role of your account and in the case of the 

"Standard" profile it will depend on the previous association to the emergency made by a higher level 

account and on the role assigned in this mission, as explained in the previous paragraph "application roles". 

As regards user management, refer to the dedicated chapter "User Management Module". 
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Emergencies 
 

Creation of a new emergency 

The first step to take within Prometheus when an event occurs is to create a new emergency.  

By emergency we mean the set of everything related to the event. The emergency can be divided into 2 

hierarchically subordinate coordination levels; for example, 3 first levels can be created which in turn can 

contain one or more levels of second coordination. By way of example: the "Tuscany earthquake_09_2021" 

emergency may contain two levels of first coordination, coinciding with the affected VVF Provincial 

Commands, Florence and Prato, which in turn can be further subdivided with the creation of one or more 

PCA. 

 During the creation phase, the system 

requires the inclusion of at least a 1st and 

2nd level. In the absence of a specific 

indication, the system automatically 

assigns the name of the emergency.                         

The user with a Managerial account can 

create and close an Emergency; the 

Admin user, in addition to the functions 

included in the previous profile, can 

archive and delete Emergencies. At the 

time of closure, the emergency is 

renamed with the automatic addition of 

the date: month / year. 

  

When creating a new emergency, the use of the staging flow can 

be optioned. This function can be applied if the protocols of the 

teams involved require the approval of the Team Leader on the 

entire flow of information collected and sent by their team. The 

staging function is considered to be applied to the entire 

emergency. The forms sent will remain in the "Approval" area until 

the manager has authorized the promotion through a specific 

action on the button. During the creation phase it is possible to 

decide a time limit beyond which the form is automatically 

promoted. 

Unapproved forms will no longer be approved and therefore 

unmanageable in the future. 
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List of active emergencies 

 
 

 

Prometheus is able to handle multiple emergencies at the same time. Admin and Managerial level users are 

automatically assigned to all emergencies by default. The other levels are associated with one or more 

emergencies from the higher account profiles.  The other levels are associated with one or more emergencies 

from the higher account profiles. In the event that a profile is associated with several emergencies, the first 

page that the software will present (and in any case always reachable from the menu, at the top, 

"EMERGENCIES") will be the one that will allow the user to choose which emergency to operate on. The 

choice is made by clicking on the button relating to that emergency. Please note that the standard user 

accesses the portal information only if the indicated role is Operational or Observer. In the first case he/she 

has full functionality on the operations to be carried out within the emergency, in the second case he/she 

accesses only in consultation mode and some data is encrypted. The User role is for the staff who use the 

application and log in to the portal, even if allowed, it does not show any information.  
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Summary page of the Sub and Sub Sub Emergencies 

 
 

 

By clicking on an emergency, all the various emergency subs (DOA) and sub-sub (PCA) into which the main 

emergency is divided appear on the right of the list: in this way the operator has both an overview of the 

command points activated , and the possibility of accessing the data that interest him most. In fact, by 

clicking on the various blue "Triage" buttons, the user will access the list of these forms for the selected 

sub-emergency, while by clicking on the lines below, he will access the list of Triage forms received for the 

single selected sub-sub emergency, so to have only the data focused on that part of the emergency. If, on 

the other hand, the user wishes to view the list of all the Triage forms received, regardless of the sub and 

sub-sub emergencies, he can do so by clicking on the "Triage" button at the top right above the rectangles 

relating to the various sub emergencies. 

In the initial stages of an emergency, it is unlikely that all the necessary coordination sub-levels will be 

created. In fact, it is the analysis of needs that subsequently leads to the creation of coordination centers 

proximal to the event or which, in any case, guarantee an adequate distribution for the quantity of sites to 

be considered. 

Within the "map" area there is a specific function, which will be illustrated in detail in the chapter 

dedicated to cartographic support, which allows the assignment or movement of sites between 

coordination centers. The operation will reassign all the forms relating to the sites contained within the 

selected area to the new level. 

By clicking on "Detail" you access the page shown below.  
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Summary page of the selected emergency 

 

 

 

This page represents the "overview" of the emergency: in fact, it is possible to access the specific 

emergency management functions. Below is the description of each single button: 

- Triage: link to the emergency triage page. All triages will be displayed, regardless of subs and sub-

subs emergencies. 

- Logbook: Link to access the logbook page, explained later in this guide. 

- Situation Report: By clicking on the button, a pop-up will open that will allow you to set the time 

interval for generating the situation report. 

- Document area: Link to the page for managing shared documents. 

- ASR0 Preliminary sectorization: Link to the GIS module, explained below, to set or load the 

preliminary sectorization (if available) of the emergency. 

- ASR1 Sectorization: Link to the GIS module, explained below, to set or load the emergency 

sectorization. 

- Subdivision of assessment areas: Link to the GIS module for subdivision into assessment areas, to 

assign teams to search for sites and carry out Triage operations. 

- Go to map: Link to the Prometheus map for the emergency, which shows the pins of the forms 

received. 

- Applying the staging flow: when activated, the triage forms are not directly visible on the list of 

triage forms, but are redirected to a staging area for explicit approval. If they are not explicitly 

approved, the forms are auto-promoted by the platform after a certain number of minutes (time 

interval that can be set when the staging flow is activated). 

- Associate user: It allows to associate a user (with the related application permissions) to the 

emergency. 

- Multiple user creation: It allows to upload, through a csv file, a series of users into the Prometheus 

user database; if the csv file also contains the emergency information, the newly created users are 

also associated with the emergency, in order to avoid the double passage (creation + association). 

- Dashboard pages panel: Page available for configuring dashboards in Grafana . 
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- Close emergency: When the emergency is over no longer allows the app to receive the forms. 

Furthermore, it is the preparatory step for archiving on the storage environment. 

- Archive emergency: It moves all the emergency data to the parallel storage environment. This 

environment, which corresponds perfectly to the production one, does not allow any type of 

operation and is for consultative use only. When an emergency is archived, it is renamed in the 

storage environment with the archiving date and time. Non-reversible operation. 

- Delete emergency: all emergency data are deleted from the database. Non-reversible operation. 

- Dashboard: The button at the top right allows you to access the dashboard page for the selected 

emergency. 
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Emergency Logbook 
 

 

Every action that is done in Prometheus is recorded and saved, both on the web and on the App. On this 

page, therefore, you can see the "history" of the emergency. 

Using the filters above, it is possible to narrow the time interval of the data presented, as well as carry out 

dedicated searches. The data is sorted in chronological order. 

With the "New Log" button you can insert a note in the logbook, to set a particular decision or an event that 

you want to keep track of during the time of the emergency. Warning: once the row has been inserted, it will 

no longer be possible to delete it. 

Some events, resulting from multiple operations, such as the movement of sites from one sub-emergency to 

another, are grouped together. At the beginning of each grouping row there is a small triangle that allows 

you to view the data not visible by default. 
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User association to emergency 
 

 

It is important that users have already been registered in the Prometheus user database. To associate a new 

user, simply click on the "Associate User" button to make the pop-up appear in the picture and proceed with 

a new association. By typing a part of the name in the "name" box, Prometheus will suggest all registered 

users who have the text typed in the box in their Name, Surname or email address. By selecting the 

suggestion, it will be possible to set the access level (Observer, User, Operational) and then repeat the 

operation for other names. Saving the operation is instant. By clicking on the trash can icon, the respective 

role of the selected data will be removed. 

 It should be noted that there are two search boxes: 

Search box within the Prometheus registry 
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Search box among users already associated with the emergency 
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Triage 

Triage listing page 
 

 

The Triage page is designed for the analysis of priorities and information and for the management of the SAR 

phase 

This page displays all the Triage forms coming from the teams in the area or entered manually from the Web 

portal by the members of the Coordination, if the information was delivered by paper document. 

 The lines highlighted in green indicate that the form has not been "read / managed" by any web operator.  

The columns are explanatory and show the main data of the information present in the Triage form. 

At the bottom of the page there is a small legend that indicates the meaning of the icons used on the page. 

These information columns are particularly useful to note: 
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- “Assessment Squad” : It indicates the team that carried out the assessment operation and that 

actually created the site by sending the Worksite Triage form. 

- “Assigned Squad” : if present, it indicates the team (s) that are currently carrying out SAR operations 

on that site. 

- “Deployed Team” : if present, it indicates how many teams are operating on that site. 

The default sorting of the table is by Triage letter, alive, missing, deceased. This is to raise awareness of the 

most critical sites of the selected emergency. The sorting can be changed at will by bringing the unread triages 

to the top, selecting the "ToBeRead" option in the drop-down menu 

The function of the Triage Page Buttons 

 

The "New Triage" button opens the screen for adding a new site from the web. Useful if the communication 

takes place via radio or telephone or if you want to enter a site with information collected from other sources. 

The "Triage Approval" button shows how many forms are awaiting the authorization of one of the team 

manager. This configuration is chosen when creating the emergency as specified in the reference chapter. 

Unapproved forms will no longer be approved and therefore unmanageable in the future.  

The "Spam" button accesses the list of Triages sent by users who have access to the app, but who have not 

yet been assigned to the emergency or who are not part of a specific team. Spam is useful for collecting 

assessment indications even from unofficial personnel or at that time not yet assigned to the emergency, 

without however losing valuable information. 

The "export" button allows you to export the information displayed on the page to a pdf file. 
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The function of the site management buttons 

 

For each site there are action buttons located on the left side. 

Lens button: it allows consultation of the triage form sent by the assessment team. 

Pencil button: it allows you to edit the triage form sent, if the team communicates changes or errors in filling 

out the pre-inserted form. 

Team SAR Assignment Button: By clicking on the 3rd button, it is possible to assign one or more SAR teams 

to the site; the pop-up will open with a drop-down list that will display only the teams still available at that 

moment (ie that have SAR modules not yet assigned to a site). The teams that have worked on the site are 

shown at the bottom of the pop-up. By pressing on the red "X", the SAR team is removed from the site and 

becomes available again. All these operations are tracked in the log book. 

Site Report Button: By clicking on the 4th button of each row, you can access the report page, which displays 

all the forms received on that particular site in chronological order. With this function it is possible to view 

the entire history of the Site from when it was created (Worksite triage Form) up to the Site closure report, 

also recording logistical requests, Interviews with witnesses, Extrication of victims, scheduled reports, injuries 

to rescuers and any other form sent for this site. 

Close Site Button: By clicking on the 5th button of each row, it is possible to close the site, that is, when the 

operations on the site are finished. If there are SAR teams allocated, they are automatically removed. 

Attention! Receiving a Site Closure Report Form DOES NOT automatically close the Site. Closing will only take 

place by pressing the "Site Closure" button by a Coordination operator 

Sub-site creation button: For the main sites, there is also a 6th button: this button allows you to create a 

"sub-site" starting from the selected site. In fact, a sub-site is a site like any other, but the naming convention 

indicates that it is particularly close to a reference site. Useful when a site grows in complexity and you want 

to assign and manage the various criticalities separately from the reference site. The system will 

automatically assign a lowercase letter to the newly created sub-site (eg: A5-a) starting from the letter "a 

”And continuing in alphabetical order. A sub-site is normally created by sending a "Sub-Site Form" form by 

the teams in the area but can also be created if necessary by the coordination operator using the function 

described. 
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Using the toolbar to set filters 
 

 

There are filters on all Prometheus pages that control the amount of data on the respective list pages. The 

operation is the same for all pages, unlike the fact that some of them may have specific filters. Usually, on all 

pages we can find: 

- Country 

- Emergency 

- 1st coordination level  

- 2nd coordination level  

Which, as it is easy to guess, show the information of the entire emergency allowing the operator to focus 

on 1st coordination level emergencies or 2nd coordination level emergencies 
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Form Triage View 
 

 

By clicking on the button of the magnifying glass of each single row of the list, it is possible to access the page 

of the selected form in view mode only. This page shows all the data present in the form, divided into 

semantic groups. By clicking on the "Download attachments" button at the bottom of the page, you can view 

the images and listen to the audio on the form. The “Mark as View” button, when pressed, causes the 

respective row on the list to no longer be highlighted. Once pressed, it will not be possible to return to a "Not 

read" situation, this is designed in such a way as to make the operator responsible for pressing it only if he 

has actually managed the form with the necessary operating procedures. The page is also easily printable 

with standard browser functionality.  
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Edit Triage Form 
 

 

By clicking on the "pencil" button in the list, you can access the edit page of the form. This page is useful for 

integrating missing information received later, or for inserting a new form. The information on the App is the 

same as the web part; therefore, it will be possible to modify any information received. Depending on the 

type of information, the editable fields are free text, forced choice, multiple choice. 

At the bottom of the page there is a button to save the information permanently on the server.  
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Teams 

Factsheet  
When filling in the factsheet (from the App or from the Web) two fundamental sections must be compiled: 

1. Number of Assessment Teams: this number represents the maximum number of Assessment teams 

that the Team can provide 

2. Number of SAR teams: this value represents the maximum number of SAR teams that the team can 

provide 

These values can be changed during the emergency according to the needs of the Team Leader or requests 

from the Coordination staff. This is possible with the "pencil" button to modify and change the numbers 

indicated. 

The Factsheet also requests the emails of the heads of the Assessment Teams, SAR groups and Team Leaders.  

IMPORTANT: Please note that only emails that are associated with the Prometheus account must be 

entered. In order to prevent errors, the account search function has been created in the App. On the Web 

page, simply click on the "+" next to the email address and search for the account. This function can also be 

used if you have forgotten which email is associated with the account. It is possible to add more than one 

email address. 

Teams List 

 

 

This page contains all the Factsheets sent by the Teams. As we can see, in the upper part of the screen, the 

concept of "team" is generic for emergency, for this reason in the filters we find only the Nation filter and 

the Emergency filter. 

Inside the table we find the most important information present in the factsheet form, which according to 

the INSARAG standard is the form that defines a team and its peculiarities. 

This page makes a fairly intensive use of colors, to give useful and clear information to the operator. 

The name of the team, according to the INSARAG standard, has colors that represent the possibility of each 

team being able to carry out SAR (Search & Rescue) operations. In particular: 
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- GREEN: all team SAR modules are available. 

- YELLOW: some SAR modules are located on one or more sites, while there are others not yet 

assigned. The team is partially available. 

- RED: all SAR modules are currently assigned in rescue operations on sites. 

- GREY: the team leader has filled in the form, sending it with the App, but the team does not appear 

to have arrived at its destination, or is in any case in a non-operational state. The team, even if 

present in Prometheus for this emergency, will not be assignable to any site. 

- BLACK: the team has sent the "demobilization" form and therefore it is to be considered as no longer 

present. The team, while being present in Prometheus for this emergency, will not be assignable to 

any site. 

At the bottom of the page there is a legend for the colors used with the meaning of the color. 

Team management buttons 
The first 2 buttons of each row are quite clear: 

 

- Lens button: The first botton allows you to view the selected form in read-only mode. 

- Pencil button: The second button allows access to the edit page of the factsheet form of the selected 

team. Attention: the Team ID can be changed until it is considered "Team ready to operate" or arrives 

at the CRS and is assigned the relative check.  

- Assessment squad button: The third button, with dedicated colors, allows you to assign an 

assessment module to a particular area to start the site census operations. The colors used in this 

case are: 

o GREEN:  all ASS modules of the team are available to be assigned to assessment areas as 

defined through the GIS-ASS module. 

o YELLOW: only some ASS modules are available. 

o RED: no ASS module available for assessment operations; note: red also appears when 0 

(zero) is indicated in the factsheet form as the number of available ASS teams. 

o GREY: The team has no Assessment elements in it. 

For teams that are not operative (whose team color is GRAY or BLACK), the button is not present. 

- “Team ready” botton: The fourth button allows you to enable a team ready to operate and awaiting 

assignment. Once the team has been declared ready, all accounts in the factsheet will receive an 

emergency association notification. Attention: If, after the team has already received activation, a 

new e-mail is entered in the factsheet (or if an existing one is modified), it is necessary to disable the 

team and re-enable it to have the changes accepted in the system. Just click twice on the "team 

ready" button. This operation will not cause the team to lose the assignment to a site or an 

assessment area. It is possible to disable a team that has finished its work by clicking the button 

again. In this way we make the team no longer assignable to other tasks.  

At the top there are always the service buttons to export the pdf with the data in the table, access the SPAM 

section of the forms and the button to access the compilation page of a new factsheet form (to allow the 

operator to create other teams). 

Spam page 
This page contains all the factsheets sent by the App by a user not associated with the emergency. 

In fact, please note that sending a factsheet in an emergency with which you are not associated causes the 

form to arrive in SPAM.  
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If the factsheet is promoted when located in SPAM by the Coordination operator, all accounts within the 

email fields (email Team Leader, Assessment Manager email and SAR Team Manager email) are automatically 

associated with the emergency. 

 

Factsheet form 
 

 

 

By clicking on the magnifying glass button of each single row of the list, you can access the page of the 

selected form, in view only. This page shows all the data present in the form, grouped in semantic blocks. 

The “Mark as View” button, when pressed, causes the respective row on the list to no longer be highlighted. 

Once pressed, it will not be possible to return to a "Not read" situation, in order to make the operator more 

responsable and pressing it only if he/she has actually managed the form with the necessary operating 

procedures. The page is also easily printable with standard browser functionality. 
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Edit Factsheet form 
 

 

 

By clicking on the "pencil" button, you can access the form editing page. This page is useful for integrating 

missing information received later, or for inserting a new form. The information on the app is the same as 

the web part; therefore, it will be possible to modify any information received on-site. Depending on the type 

of information, the editable fields are free text, single choice, multiple choice. 

At the bottom of the page there is a button to save the information on the server, permanently.  
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Assignment of the team to the Assessment area 
 

 

By clicking on the third button of each row, if present, a popup appears on the screen that allows you to 

assign one of the ASS modules available to the assessment areas defined by the Prometheus GIS module. For 

each assignment it is also possible to specify operational notes. The software will send a notification to all 

team members using the companion app: this will allow you to view the operational notes, and open the 

phone navigator to go to the indicated sector. Navigation takes as its destination the "centroid" of the sector, 

the team leader can decide on a more suitable place to start the assessment operations. 

On the same popup, there are also indications of which other ASS modules are currently used; by clicking on 

the red “X”, that ASS module is freed and made available for other assignments. In this case, the team does 

NOT receive any notification of removal of assignment: in fact it is assumed that the team communicates 

with the UCC which will communicate to the team that that task for that particular area is concluded. 
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GIS Module 

ASR0 – ASR1 –ASSESSMENT Areas 
 

 

This Prometheus module allows the cartographic subdivision of the interested area into sectors. You have 

the possibility to create them, import them (KMZ or GeoJson) or modify them. 

What has been created or imported into the cartography is considered for the entire emergency, it will 

therefore not be possible to use the filters relating to the various sub emergencies. 

On the platform we can find 3 types of areas: 

- ASR0 Preliminary sectorization: it refers to a first sectorization carried out from the moment "0" of 

the event, or in any case carried out previously which can be used as an important basis for the 

realization of the ASR1. 

This sectorization derives from the analysis of pre-sectorizations if existing, aerial or satellite type 

assessment and Shake-Map. 

The pre-sectorizations can be carried out by municipal, provincial or regional parties, based on some 

parameters experimentally considered in the BELICE project (beliceproject.eu): such as, population 

density, construction type, sensitive buildings, morphology of the territory, etc. 

The aim is to provide a starting point to help operators carry out the other 2 types of subdivision of 

the territory.  

This level does not allow the customization of the built areas (name / color) as it is considered only 

the construction level; however, if the imported file (KMZ) has colors, this will be displayed. 

- ASR1 SECTORIZATION: In this layer level it is possible to divide the emergency area into sectors, to 

consolidate the information collected and analyzed previously.  

o Once published (with the SAVE button) the ASR1 layer is used by the system for the 

automatic assignment of the site ID. 

- Subdivision of assessment areas: If necessary, the ASR1 can be divided into Assessment areas, with 

the following objectives: 
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o To have an orderly management of this phase of the rescue, avoiding the overlap between 

Assessment Teams with the risk that areas that have not been assessed remain and that the 

teams often find themselves traveling along roads that have already been assessed. 

o To compress the time needed to complete this phase, so that in the first 24 hours after the 

event, the SAR phase is already in an advanced state (Golden Day). 

o To allow the assignment of an assessment area to a team, corresponding to an area for which 

ASR1 has not yet been created. 

It should be noted that the Prometheus platform is expressed in a more complete and functional way if these 

3 "layers" have been completed, but in fact none of these is mandatory, as backup procedures have been 

used that allow the platform to be used without their presence. It should be noted that at the end of each 

operation, to make it permanent in the system, it is necessary to save it by clicking on the "SAVE, Upload on 

Prometheus map" button.  
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Creation / edit of the area on the map (ASR1, Assessment subdivision of areas) 
 

 

To create a new area, click on the button at the top left of the map (   ), To create a new area, click on 

the button at the top left of the map, draw a polygon by clicking on the points on the map where the vertices 

match. The polygon closes when you make a vertex correspond to the initial one, or click on "Finish" (

). Once the polygon is closed, it automatically acquires a neutral color (gray), 

it will only be necessary to double click with the mouse inside it to open the form that allows you to specify 

its attributes (as shown above). 

Once the Area name and Color have been specified, click on "Save" to make the operation visible on the 

screen  

If you click on "Close" the pop-up will close without saving the information. 

By clicking on "Save Draft" the work produced will be saved in the screen of the operator who is processing 

it, but it will not be stored in this section and made available for other users. 

By clicking on "Save" the Sectorization will be published on the Prometheus map area.  

The levels "ASR0", "ASR1" and "Area subdivision Assessment" are layers that can be superimposed to 

facilitate use and consultation and can be activated using the appropriate buttons in the legend. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Layer area buttons 
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 Button that allows the import of GeoJson and KMZ files into the layer. 

 

 Button that allows the download of GeoJson files. 

 

 It allows you to cancel everything processed in the layer and not 

saved. 

 

 It allows you to save what has been done relating to the layer, it does    

not allow other users to view it. 

 

 It allows you to permanently save the work done on Prometheus, 

letting users to see it also in the "MAP" page. 

 

 It allows you to zoom the map. It is also possible to do this using the scroll of the mouse. 

 This button allows the insertion of a Waypoint on the map, with a double click it is possible to name 

it. It is not possible to change the color. 

 This button allows the creation of a polygon, it can be named and colored (it is not allowed in the 

ASR0 layer). 

 It allows the modification of the perimeter of the polygons constructed in the layer, moving the 

highlighted vertices by dragging. 

 It allows the definitive deletion of a polygon or waypoint subsequently selected. 
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Import / Export of GeoJson or KMZ file 
 

 

To allow interaction with external mapping software, Prometheus uses GeoJson and KMZ, while it allows the 

export of what is present in the cartography, only in the standard GEOJson format. Very useful feature when 

you have professional mapping software and / or previous sectorizations (such as for integration with the 

BELICE module). By clicking on "Import" a pop-up will open that will allow you to upload a file on the user's 

PC and then by clicking on save the selected layer will be completely replaced with what is present in the 

imported file. 

The KMZ file once imported keeps the line styles and polygon fill colors of the original file. While the GEOJOSN 

does not keep the line styles and color fill of the polygons of the original file but creates mono-color (gray) 

polygons different from the original files.  

In order to allow Prometheus to read the characteristics of the GeoJson files, it is necessary to insert some 

attributes within the file.  

The coloring is set via HTML Colors: 

Hexadecimal color values are supported in all browsers. The hexadecimal color is specified: #RRGGBB.  

RR (red), GG (green) and BB (blue) are hexadecimal integers between 00 and FF that specify the intensity of 

the color. 

  

stroke  : It is the hexadecimal color referring to the outline of the polygon. 

stroke width : It is a number that identifies the thickness of the line. 

stroke opacity : It is a number that identifies the transparency of the line. 

fill  : It is the hexadecimal color related to the filling of the polygon. 

fill opacity : It is a number that identifies the transparency of the filling. 
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Examples of attributes to be included in the Geojson file 

STROKE STROKE-

WIDTH 

STROKE-

OPACITY 

 FILL FILL-

OPACITY 

    

#000000 3 1  #ffffff 0.2 white with black outline   

#008040 3 1  #008040 0.2 green with green outline   

#ff8000 3 1  #ff8000 0.2 orange with orange outline   

#ff0000 3 1  #ff0000 0.2 red with red outline  

 

NB. Remember that to make the imported items permanent, you need to press the SAVE button. 

By clicking on "Export" the GeoJson file of the selected layer will simply be downloaded with a naming 

convention in the name that represents the selected emergency.  
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Save map as draft 
 

 

All the changes made are saved as a "draft", ie it is possible to operate at different times on each type of 

sectorization without these changes being implemented by the platform. In fact, by pressing the "Save draft" 

button the job will be stored for the next time 

 

Save in Prometheus map 

 

By clicking on the "Save" button on the side toolbar, the changes in the selected ASR layer are published on 

the Prometheus Map area.
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Map module 
 

 

 

The map module allows you to view the geolocation of the forms received and managed by Prometheus with 

small colored indicators. 

 You can select the type of cartography (Satellite or Map) to use as a background. 

 By clicking on the icon at the top right, you access the level selection toolbar. 

Typically there is a level for each type of form managed by the application, by 

clicking on the check mark the related indicators can be made to appear or not.  

Only the levels of the submitted forms will be displayed in the legend, in fact there 

will be no layers relating to unsent forms in the toolbar. 

At the beginning of an emergency, the toolbar will be devoid of information but will 

gradually populate with the arrival of the different forms. Each type of form 

corresponds to a different level. 

Top left  there are these two buttons “  ” which allow you to zoom in on the map. 

“ “: This is an important function that Prometheus makes available to the 

Coordination operator. During the initial phase of the emergency, most likely the 

emergencies of the 2nd coordination level have not yet been identified but often 

only the ones of the 1st coordination level are identified. 

 Over time and with the arrival of the first information from the affected areas, it 

may be necessary to create one or more 2nd coordination level emergencies. In this 

case it is necessary that all the forms that were previously considered in the initial 

1st coordination level are virtually "moved" under the new 2nd coordination level 

created.  
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With this function it will be sufficient to trace a polygon within the map and all the indicators (forms) present 

within it can be massively moved between different emergency levels, in order to organize the forms by 

levels in a more functional way. 

This button “ “ allows you to select a pin and move it to another position, in order to make the geolocation 

information of the form associated with the pin more precise. 

Only the ASR1 and ASSESSMENT levels can be displayed on the map, it is not possible to display the 

presectorization level.  
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Application forms 

Victims Extracted 

List 
 

 

In this list it is possible to view the received forms relating to the victims extracted during SAR operations. 

The column shows the main information of the form, such as the name and surname of the extracted person, 

the personal details of the person and whether he/she was extracted still alive or not. In addition, there is 

also the reference site where the missing person was found. 

The first two items on each single line are the same as in the other application lists. For each extraction 

entered in the system, Prometheus generates a unique identifier: this is useful for making the association 

with any names in the list of missing persons.  
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Visualization 
 

 

 

By clicking on the magnifying glass button of each single row of the list, you can access the page of the 

selected form in display mode only. This page shows all the data present in the form, grouped in semantic 

blocks. By clicking on the "Download attachments" button at the bottom of the page, you can view the images 

in the form. The “Mark as View” button, when pressed, causes the respective row on the list to no longer be 

highlighted. Once pressed, it will not be possible to return to a "Not read" situation, so as to make the 

operator responsible for pressing it only if he/she has actually managed the form with the necessary 

operating procedures. The page is also easily printable with standard browser functionality. 
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Edit form 
 

 

 

By clicking on the "Pencil" button, you can access the form editing page. This page is useful for integrating 

missing information received later, or for inserting a new form. The information on the app is the same as on 

the web, therefore, it will be possible to change any information received on-site. Depending on the type of 

information, the editable fields are free text, forced choice, multiple choice. 

At the bottom of the page there is a button to save the information on the server, permanently. 
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Missing Victims 

List 
 

 

In this list it is possible to view the received forms relating to the missing victims. The column shows the main 

information of the form, such as the name and surname of the missing person and the personal details of 

the person who provided this information. In addition, there is also the reference site where it is assumed 

that the missing person can be found. 

The first two buttons on each single line are the same as in the other application lists. The third button makes 

sure that the missing victim can be recognized as "found", see later this feature for more details. The last 

button makes sure to identify that single missing person as a "duplicate" of another missing person, in the 

event that this information has been collected several times by different operators at different times.  
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Visualization 
 

 

 

By clicking on the magnifying glass button of each single row of the list, you can access the page of the 

selected form in view mode only. This page shows all the data present in the form, divided into semantic 

groups. The “Mark as View” button, when pressed, causes the respective row on the list to no longer be 

highlighted. Once pressed, it will not be possible to return to a "Not read" situation, so as to make the 

operator responsible for pressing it only if he/she has actually managed the form with the necessary 

operating procedures. The page is also easily printable with standard browser functionality. 
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Edit form 
 

 

 

By clicking on the "Pencil" button you can access the form editing page. This page is useful for integrating 

missing information received later, or for inserting a new form. The information on the app is the same as 

the web part; therefore, it will be possible to modify any information received on-site. Depending on the type 

of information, the editable fields are free text, forced choice, multiple choice. 

At the bottom of the page there is a button to save the information on the server, permanently. 
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Association of the missing person with the extracted victim 
 

 

To make Prometheus recognize a missing victim as "not missing" or as extracted, you need to click on the 

last (third) blue icon: a popup opens so that: 

- By clicking on "Identified" the person is recognized as "found" in a generic way. 

- By entering the unique code (copying it) of an extracted victim, the missing person will be associated 

with that particular extraction. 

In all these cases, the dashboard subtracts these units from the total number of people still missing.  
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Accident Rescuer Form 

List 
 

 

This page presents any accident report forms for rescuers. The list contains the basic fields for a quick triage 

of the information received by the medical staff present during the rescue operations.  
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Visualization 
 

 

 

By clicking on the magnifying glass button of each single row of the list, you can access the page of the 

selected form in viewing mode only. This page shows all the data present in the form, divided into semantic 

groups. The “Mark as View” button, when pressed, causes the respective row on the list to no longer be 

highlighted. Once pressed, it will not be possible to return to a "Not read" situation, so as to make the 

operator responsible for pressing it only if he/she has actually managed the form with the necessary 

operating procedures. The page is also easily printable with standard browser functionality. 
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Edit form 
 

 

 

By clicking on the "Pencil" button you can access the form editing page. This page is useful for integrating 

missing information received later, or for inserting a new form. The information on the app is the same as 

the web part; therefore, it will be possible to modify any information received on-site. Depending on the type 

of information, the editable fields are free text, forced choice, multiple choice. 

At the bottom of the page there is a button to save the information on the server, permanently. 
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Worksite Reports received 

List 
 

 

In this list you can view the list of forms received relating to the worksite reports that the teams periodically 

send to the UCC to inform them of how the rescue operations are proceeding. 

The column shows the main information of the form, in addition there is also any reference site where the 

team is located. 

The two buttons on each single line are the same as in the other application lists. Reports can be of three 

types (scheduled, handover or Site Closure). The Site Closure Report does not automatically generate the 

closure of the Site, this operation is left to the coordination staff via the appropriate "Site Closure" button.  
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Visualization 
 

 

 

By clicking on the magnifying glass button of each single row of the list, you can access the page of the 

selected form in viewing mode only. This page shows all the data present in the form, divided into semantic 

groups. The “Mark as View” button, when pressed, causes the respective row on the list to no longer be 

highlighted. Once pressed, it will not be possible to return to a "Not read" situation, so as to make the 

operator responsible for pressing it only if he/she has actually managed the form with the necessary 

operating procedures. The page is also easily printable with standard browser functionality. 
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Edit 
 

 

By clicking on the "Pencil" button you can access the form editing page. This page is useful for integrating 

missing information received later, or for inserting a new form. The information on the app is the same as 

the web part; therefore, it will be possible to modify any information received on-site. Depending on the type 

of information, the editable fields are free text, forced choice, multiple choice. 

At the bottom of the page there is a button to save the information on the server, permanently. 
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Request for logistic material 

List 
 

 

In this list you can view the list of forms received relating to requests for logistic or support material. These 

requests are periodically sent to the UCC to inform that they need material to complete the rescue 

operations. 

The columns show the main information of the forms, in addition there is also any reference site where the 

team is located. The three *** indicate that the team needs logistical support but is currently not allocated 

to any site. 

The two buttons on each row are the same as in the other application lists. 
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Global management detail 

 

By clicking on the "Summary" button at the top right, we can see, on the left side of the screen, the set of 

logistical requests grouped by material type. This allows you to "fulfill" (by clicking the appropriate button on 

each single line) requests by type, in order to facilitate the fulfillment of multiple requests. The operator who 

fulfilled the order will then physically manage the deployment of the necessary resources in the field. On the 

right side of the screen, on the other hand, we have the report of requests already processed, in order to 

keep track of who took charge of the single operations.  
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Visualization 
 

 

 

By clicking on the magnifying glass button of each single row of the list, you can access the page of the 

selected form in viewing mode only. This page shows all the data present in the form, divided into semantic 

groups. The “Mark as View” button, when pressed, causes the respective row on the list to no longer be 

highlighted. Once pressed, it will not be possible to return to a "Not read" situation, so as to make the 

operator responsible for pressing it only if he/she has actually managed the form with the necessary 

operating procedures. The page is also easily printable with standard browser functionality. 
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Edit form 
 

 

 

By clicking on the "Pencil" button you can access the form editing page. This page is useful for integrating 

missing information received later, or for inserting a new form. The information on the app is the same as 

the web part; therefore, it will be possible to modify any information received on-site. Depending on the type 

of information, the editable fields are free text, forced choice, multiple choice. 

At the bottom of the page there is a button to save the information on the server, permanently. 
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Dashboard Module 

Dashboard - Summary page 
 

The Dashboard part consists of 4 pages that alternate in loop mode. However, it is possible to block the 

screen on the same page that you are interested in seeing, without the system automatically switching to 

the following ones, by pressing the "PAUSE" button at the top right. It is also possible to quickly scroll through 

the pages of the Dashboard to get directly to the page we want to examine, by pressing the arrows at the 

top right. 

By pressing the “Play” button, the pages get back to scroll one after the other. 

 

 

The dashboard pages summarize the most important information on the evolution of the emergency in 

progress. On this page we can find: 

- Time elapsed since the opening of the emergency; 

- Total number of sites that are still open; 

- Number of arriving teams divided by type; 

- Histogram chart showing the number of active teams divided by type; 

- Map showing the open sites; 

- Number of LIVING, DEAD, MISSING people resulting from the Assessment / Triage operations; 

- Number of people who are still missing from the interview forms;  

- Total assets of the teams, divided by type of assets; 
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Dashboard – Tactics 
 

 

The dashboard pages summarize the most important information on the evolution of the emergency in 

progress. In particular, on this page we can find: 

- Number of LIVING, DEAD, MISSING people resulting from the Assessment / Triage operations; 

- Number of people who are still missing from the interview forms; 

- Number of sectors into which the emergency is divided; 

- Number of SAR teams assigned a job site and number of SAR teams not assigned a job site; 

- Number of Assessment teams to which an Assessment Area has been assigned;  

- Number of Assessment teams to which no Assessment area has been assigned; 

- Histogram with the number of open / closed sites by sector (the first 10); 

- Assigned and unassigned sites divided by triage category; 

- Sites opened and closed in the last 24 hours; 

- Sites opened and closed before the last 24 hours; 

- Total number of people extracted ALIVE and DEAD. 
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Dashboard - Teams Page 
 

 

The dashboard pages summarize the most important information on the evolution of the emergency in 

progress. In particular, on this page we can find: 

- Number of arriving teams divided by type; 

- Istogra Summary histogram of the teams divided by type; 

- Number of SAR teams available to be used; 

- Histogram with the number of SAR teams divided by type and availability; 

- Histogram with the number of assessment modules divided by availability; 

- Number of demobilized teams (no longer available). 
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Dashboard - Summary of Sites and Sectors 
 

 

The dashboard pages summarize the most important information on the evolution of the emergency in 

progress. In particular, on this page the data is displayed using the filters at the top of the page, in this way 

it is possible to view and summarize: 

- Table of ALIVE / DEAD by site; 

- Table of SAR operations in progress; 

- Operations table Assessment in progress. 

By filtering by Team ID it is possible to view all the sites where the team worked, the victims extracted, the 

site opening and closing times and the sites identified by the Team Assessment components. 
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Dashboard page management 
 

 

This is a page accessible only to the Admin role, which is used to configure any other dashboard pages made 

on the Grafana tool inside Prometheus. 

On the left side we can find the list of available pages, while on the right, the panel that allows the 

modification and insertion of a new dashboard configuration.  
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Document area module 
 

 

It is possible to browse the filesystem of the documents, to have access to the shared files for emergency. 

Clicking the trash button deletes the directory / file. 

By clicking on the "download" button you can access the contents of the file. 

The "New Folder" button creates an empty directory on the system. By selecting the file at the top, you can 

upload a new file within the selected folder.  
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User creation and management module 

Main page 
To access the page that allows the creation and management of new users, click on the "Manage user" button 

on the lower bar. 

Attention: This function is only available for Admin accounts.

 

To add a new user, click on the blue "Manage" button in the "Users" section; clicking on this button will take 

you to the page containing the list of credentials already present in the system: 
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List of users 
 

 

 

To add a new user, we will see later how to associate the application permissions to the latter, we must click 

on the "+ Add User" button at the top. The screen that appears is the following: 
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User details 

 

In this screen, the form fields to be filled in to create new users are shown in yellow. 

User Name: used in the username field at login. It may or may not be the email associated with the user. 

Email: it is mandatory to enter a valid email attributable to the user being created. The mailing system will 

use this information to send the system mails. 

User email confirmed: to be activated by clicking on the button, this field is used to certify that the e-mail is 

correct. 

Leave the other fields unchanged. At the end, confirm the operation by clicking on "Save User" 

If all went well, a small green alert will appear in the top right for a few seconds indicating that everything 

has been saved correctly. 

The system will send the user an email (to the email address specified in the registry) with the temporary 

password created automatically by the authentication system. 

Access the user to which you want to provide a new password from the list of users with the "Change" button 

and proceed with entering the new password in the screen that will appear.  

The new password must be entered in the "Password" and "Confirm Password" fields. 

Requirements: 

- Minimum length 8 characters; 

- Presence of uppercase and lowercase; 

- Presence of at least one numeric character; 

- At least one character other than numbers and letters (#@-_!?^=). 

Confirm with "Change Password". Unlike registration, the user will not be notified of the new password by 

email. 
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Application permissions management

 
To allow a created user to be able to use the app, the user claims must be set as shown in the screenshot 

above. 
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Application role management 
 

By default, a new account is created at a standard level. 

When a standard user is associated with an Emergency, he/she will be assigned a level (Observer, User or 

Operational) according to the role he/she will have. 

The User Role section allows you to create higher-than-standard accounts, assigning ADMIN and 

MANAGERIAL levels. 

The ADMIN and MANAGERIAL roles are associated by default with all emergencies. 

In the event that the role is not specified as in the screenshot, the account is to be understood as Standard. 
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Multiple User Creation 
  

MULTIPLE USER CREATION is a tool that can be used to create many users in a short time.  

  

To create users using this function, click on the MULTIPLE USER CREATION button (shown in yellow on the 

screen) located on the Emergency - CRAVF page and import a CSV file with structured data of the people that 

must be registered. 

This feature is ONLY enabled for the Admin and Managerial levels. 

 

There are two methods: 

The first involves the creation on the Prometheus database of accounts WITHOUT association to any 

emergency. 

The second involves the creation on the Prometheus database of accounts already associated with an 

emergency and with an assigned role (Observer, User, Operational). 

  

Attention, in both cases the following applies: 

The file must contain only homogeneous information, therefore, or only new users, or only new users 

associated with the emergency. 

• The emergency must be written exactly as it is defined in Prometheus (be careful not to put spaces 

before the comma separating the field) and with the same uppercase or lowercase letters. 

• The values allowed for the last column are only the following: User, Operational, Observer. 

• The first header row is not provided (if inserted, the import is successful but the system displays an 

error message relating to the import of the first row). 

• The password must meet Prometheus' security requirements (minimum: 8 characters, one 

uppercase letter, one lowercase letter, one number, one special character). 

• Name and surname can contain spaces. 
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• Do not put spaces after the user role, go to newline if you need a new line. 

  

1. Account Creation without Association 
  

To use this method, you can import a csv file that has the following characteristics 

 

 

  

The file format requires the following information separated by a comma (or "semicolon"): email, 

surname, name, password, country code.  

To easily obtain this type of csv file it is recommended to start from an xls file as in the screenshot 

below and export it as CSV (delimited by the list separator). 
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2. Creation of Accounts with Emergency Association and assignment of the role 
  

To use this function, simply import a file characterized as the previous one but with the addition of 2 other 
mandatory columns "Emergency" and "Role"

  
 

   
  
To easily obtain this type of csv file it is recommended to start from an xls file as in the screenshot below and 
export it as CSV (delimited by the list separator). 
   

 
  
   

The name "Emergency" must correspond exactly with that of the created emergency, also 

considering upper and lower case letters and any spaces in the name. 
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App Android 
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APP ANDROID 

  

PREMISE 

ATTENTION 

In order to use the APP, all these conditions must be met: 

1.  Install the Prometheus App 

2. Configure the App correctly (see the "App Configuration" section) 

3. Have a Prometheus account 

4. Be associated with the emergency 

5. Send a team Factsheet in which all users of the app are indicated in the email fields 

6. Indicate only emails associated with Prometheus accounts in the email field of the 

factsheet 

7. Having received the "Team ready" tick from the coordination staff 
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Login  
  
  
To access the Prometheus app it is necessary to enter the user credentials previously shared by the managers 
of the rescue operations. By activating the remember me button, the App will suggest the account and its 
password on subsequent accesses. 
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Home page  
 

On the homepage, you can view the list of emergencies assigned to the logged in user. The emergencies are 
assigned during the user association phase on the Web form by the UCC operators.  
Remember that as long as a standard user (Observer, User or Operational) is not associated by the 

coordination staff to an emergency, the Homapage will remain empty. 

The higher levels (Managerial and Admin) are automatically considered associated with all emergencies 

 For clarification on the association of a user to an emergency, see the paragraph “Associazione utente ad 

emergenza”  
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All emergencies 
 

By clicking on the "All emergencies" button we can find the list of all emergencies active at the time of login 
in Prometheus, on the server used by the app to connect. The emergencies to which you have already been 
associated are highlighted in dark blue, those in light blue are emergencies to which the user has not yet 
been associated.  
The "All Emergencies" page can be used to send a factsheet even in an Emergency to which we have not yet 
been associated, in order to anticipate times and provide the coordination with information and needs 
relating to the team. 
Please note that sending a factsheet in an emergency with which you are not associated involves the arrival 
of the form in Spam.  
If the factsheet found in the Spam is promoted by the Coordination staff, all the accounts within the email 
fields (Team Leader, Head of Assessment and Head of SAR Teams) are automatically associated with the 
emergency. 
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Main features of the App 

Emergency level form and 1st coordination level and 2nd coordination level emergency list 

 
 
By clicking on an emergency, the app presents a page where it is possible 
to: 

• Fill in the Factsheet of your team 

• Submit the Demobilization Form 

View active 1st coordination level emergencies 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

By selecting the 1st coordination level emergency, the app will show any 
active 2nd level coordination emergenciesBefore sending a form, the 
operator must select the 1st level coordination emergency and any 2nd 
level emergency to which he/she has been assigned. 
 
The Factsheet and Demobilization module are valid for the entire 
emergency unlike all the other forms that provide for a prior choice of the 
1st coordination level emergency and any 2nd coordination level. 
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Factsheet  
Clicking on the Factsheet form opens the editor of the selected form. The editor presents the same fields of 
the form already seen and described above on the web form, so that the user can complete the form and 
proceed to send it.  
Required fields are marked with a red asterisk *   
Fields with a circle are single-selection, while those with a square allow the choice of multiple options. By 
clicking on "Next" and "Back" you can navigate between the pages of the selected form. The length of the 
form varies from form to form. Before proceeding with the submission of the form, some of them may ask 
whether to also send photos or small audio messages. In this case, the app, to limit the use of the GSM / LTE 
band, first sends the textual part to the server and then proceeds with sending the multimedia material.  
 
 
Two fields must be filled in when filling in the factsheet: 

1. Number of Assessment Squad: This value represents the maximum number of Assessment Teams 

that the Team can provide 

2. Number of SAR Squad: this value represents the maximum number of SAR teams that the team can 

provide 

 

 

These values can be changed during the emergency according to the needs of the Team Leader or requests 

from the Coordination staff, to do this the coordination operator simply enters the team management page 

on the Web and modify with the " pencil" button by changing the numbers indicated. 

The Factsheet also requests the emails of the heads of the Assessment components, the SAR components 

and the Team Leaders.  

 IMPORTANT: Please note that only emails associated with the Prometheus account must be entered. In 

order to prevent errors, the account search function has been created in the App. On the Web page, simply 

click on the "+" next to the email field and search for the account. This function can also be used if you have 

forgotten which email is associated with the account. It is possible to add more than one email. 
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Form list for 2nd coordination level emergencies 
 
By clicking on the button of a 2nd coordination level emergency, the list of specific forms for that emergency 
is displayed.  
 

All the forms already configured in the app are available on this page. By clicking on a button, the editor of 
the selected form opens. The functioning of filling in the form, as already pointed out, is the same for all 
forms, in order to make the user experience consistent and easy.  
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Notification list 
The App will receive notifications every time: 

• You are associated with an emergency 

• We are given the check mark "Team ready to operate" 

• When sending a Triage 

• When new site assignments are received 

• quando si ricevono delle nuove assegnazioni a zone di assessment, in questa pagina appaiono le  
 
Some of them allow, by clicking on them, to open further information or navigation pages towards the 
assigned areas 
 
IMPORTANT: We remind you that all team leaders (SAR components, Assessment components and the Team 
Leader) will receive ALL notifications regarding the TEAM considered as a single entity. Therefore the SAR 
manager will be able to see the assignments that are made to the assessment component, and vice versa. 
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Duplication of the form sent 
  
By clicking on the "paper airplane" button at the top right of the screen, you access the "Module history" 
page where all the forms sent or waiting to be sent are displayed. 
 
 
 
 
 By "swiping" to the right on the line of each form sent, you can access the "Duplicate" button which allows 

you to obtain the data previously sent to the server and copy them 
into a new form of the same type. This feature is very useful if you 
need to send a form with information very similar to one previously 
sent. 
The duplicate form is displayed already completed in its entirety with 
the data of the last form sent, ou can only change the data that differ 
and send the form again.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
By "swiping" to the left on the line of each form sent, you can access the 

"Send Form" button which allows you to send a form that is still waiting 

to be sent. 

By “swiping” to the left on the line of each form sent, it is also possible to 

access the “Delete Form” button which allows you to delete the copy of 

the form present in the device. 

 Attention: this operation does not delete a form sent to the coordination 

staff but only the copy on the device 
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Update the contents 
  
By clicking on the "Update contents" button it is possible to force the request for new information to the 
server, in order to obtain the most recent data at the same time, such as:  

• User association to emergencies 
• Id of the sites already created 
• Any notifications not yet received 
• User association to a particular team 

The "update content" operation was created to anticipate the synchronization of the App with the server. 
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Configure application 
  
Upon first activation, the app brings up this page, which in any case can be recalled from the settings menu. 
The purpose of this page is to allow the user to enter the end-points of the reference server, so as to be able 
to set up the dialogue with that particular server. In fact, the app can connect to multiple "Prometheus" 
servers also located in different countries. It is important to note that after saving these settings, the app 
automatically logs-off the previously authenticated user, in order to request new logins and thus certify the 
new credentials with the server just modified.   
Page break 
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Automatic Submission of Completed Forms 
  
By enabling this function, the App automatically sends each form as soon as they have been filled in. 
This feature is enabled by default but can be deselected if necessary. 

 
Sending position and team identification 
This is an important function of Prometheus that was created to have the ability to monitor the position of 
the various teams on-site in real time. 
To activate this function you need to follow these steps: 

• Activate the GPS 

• Write the ID of your team in the "gps identifier" field, followed by the component of which the user 
of the device belongs (eg USARM ITA1 - Ass1 or USARL FRA2 - Sar1) or the name of the manager 
(USARM ITA1 - TL Susini) in order to identify who the Pin corresponds to on the map 

• Select the emergency in which you want to be displayed 
 
If these steps are not followed, the App will return a "Attention" message 
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Special Cases 

Prometheus was created to operate in emergency environments where data networks are 
likely to be congested or collapsed, therefore some functions have been implemented that 
allow teams to continue their data collection work even in these extreme conditions.   
 
Case 1 

“***” instead of the ID Team 

In most of the forms, the selection from a drop-down menu of the ID Team is mandatory. 

Without this selection, the form cannot be sent but remains waiting in the "Form History" 

page. 

In extremely rare cases due to lack of network, the App may not yet have received the "Team 

ready to work" check given by the coordination staff. In this case, your Team ID will not appear 

in the drop-down menu but the team can still work undisturbed by filling in the forms, 

entering the 3 asterisks "***" in the Team ID field and leaving them waiting to be sent. 

As soon as the network connection is found, just change the "***" in the correct Team ID in 
each form and send the forms. 
 
Case 2 

“***” instead of the ID Site 

In order to be able to track every action carried out on a job site, in each form you are asked 

to select the Site ID of the place where we are working from a drop-down menu. 

In case of lack of connection to the network it is possible that the drop-down menu is empty 

and does not suggest any site. 

Even in this case, the team can still work undisturbed by filling in the forms, entering the 3 

asterisks "***" in the Team ID field and leaving them waiting to be sent. 

As soon as the connection to the network is found, just change the "***" in the correct Site 

ID in each form and send the forms. 
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